Case Report

A Rare Presentation of Amniotic band syndrome: Antenatal diagnosis and perinatal management

Abstract

The purpose of this presentation is to report the antenatal diagnosis and perinatal management of an amniotic band syndrome which occurred in the fetus of a pregnant 30-year-old Thai woman who presented at the gestational age of 21 weeks. Mother received regular antenatal care at the antenatal department in a hospital, and had no congenital disease or history of illness with genetic diseases. According to the obstetrician ultrasound examination to assess her gestational age and fetus abnormalities finding, right foot sole of the fetus was twisted inwards and there was a large amniotic band floating in the amniotic sac.

Introduction

Amniotic band syndrome is a rare syndrome occurring about 1,200 in 15,000 newborns [1,2] and is a major cause of congenital malformation of the fetus. In most cases, there are membranes binding the fetus’s limbs, fingers, toes [3-5], and skull, including a deformation of face, mouth, nose, eyes, chest, ribs, spinal bone, front surface of sexual organs, and anal hole [6,7]. The prediction of the disease depends on the severity of the pathology caused by the organs tied with membranes causing an abortion up to 1 in 70 people [8,9].

Case Presentation

A Thai woman aged 30 years, G2P1A0L1, with gestational age of 21 weeks came to receive first antenatal care when her gestational age was 8+5 weeks and met her obstetrician on regular appointment. She had no congenital disease and history of illness with genetic diseases as well as refused the use of addictive drugs or substances, including no previous surgery. Her serological laboratory results were normal, last menstrual period (LMP) was 20/6/2018, and expected date of delivery (EDD) was 3/4/2019. After general pregnancy examination, it was found that her uterine size was correlated with gestational age. According to the ultrasound examination result, there was a large amniotic band located at the amnion tissues floating in the amniotic fluid. Therefore, the hospital gave advice and sent her back to receive antenatal care at the original hospital. Because the membrane did not bind other organs, there was no need for antenatal treatment with surgery to cut it off. She had an appointment to meet her obstetrician every 3 weeks.

When her gestational age reached 24 weeks, the pregnancy examination showed that her uterine size was correlated with gestational age. According to the ultrasound examination result, there was a large amniotic band located at the amnion of the fetus was found. The fetus’s weight was approximately 418 grams. Pregnant women was sent to referral hospital for second opinion which confirmed our findings, i. e. the fetus’s right foot twisted inwards and there was a large band located at the amnion tissues floating in the amniotic fluid. Therefore, the hospital gave advice and sent her back to receive antenatal care at the original hospital. Because the membrane did not bind other organs, there was no need for antenatal treatment with surgery to cut it off. She had an appointment to meet her obstetrician every 3 weeks.

Figure 1: Ultrasound showing the right lower leg after amniotic band bind around (3D).
tissues floating in the amniotic fluid, the fetus’s right foot twisted inwards, and other organs of the fetus were not tied with such membrane. She came to the hospital with labor pain at gestational age of 38+1 weeks with 11 times of antenatal care. There were no abnormalities found during pregnancy and had normal vaginal delivery. The newborn was female with birth weight of 3,500 grams, Apgar score of 9–10–10, and normal general appearance. The newborn’s right foot twisted inwards and the obstetrician diagnosed it as right clubfoot. Finally, the newborn was sent to a larger regional hospital with a pediatric surgeon to continue treatment of this abnormality in the postnatal period.

Discussion

Amniotic band syndrome is rare and unpreventable, but it is a major cause of birth defects in the fetus. The severity depends on the size of the amniotic band and the position of the fetus’s body being bound.

A two- or three-dimensional ultrasound examination will help diagnose severe disorders or fetal disabilities quickly and accurately.

In general, the obstetrician will be able to diagnose it before childbirth in the second trimester of pregnancy with two- or three-dimensional ultrasound examination. If a fetus has a complicated disability, the obstetrician may consider giving advice on abortion to pregnant women [10]. Amniotic band syndrome is believed to be caused by rupture of fetal tissues in the amnion layer or chromosomal abnormalities. As a result, membranes binding fetal tissues float in the amniotic fluid and bind the fetus’s organs. When moving or wriggling [11], the fetus may have birth defects, such as bent or strained arms, legs or fingers [12], no skull, deformed face, cleft lip, cleft palate, nose twisted into the body, small and asymmetric eyes, cleft breasts, bent spine, and cleft abdominal wall [13].

Treatment of amniotic band syndrome that affects the fetus may be conducted by cutting off the membranes binding around the organs in some cases, but there is a risk of abortion. If a fetus is severe abnormalities due to such membranes and it is detected during the second trimester of pregnancy, the obstetrician may consider terminating the pregnancy. However, if there are membranes but they do not bind any organ, the pregnancy is mostly allowed to continue until maturity along with providing mother’s mental care because the mothers will have high anxiety, which will result in stress in the fetus as well. After the fetus is born, the treatment will be then performed, such as by wearing special shoes or doing surgery to adjust the structure of the feet [14].

Conclusion

Amniotic band syndrome is a rare and unpreventable syndrome. It is believed to be caused by rupture of fetal tissues in the amnion layer or chromosomal abnormalities. As a result, amniotic band binding fetal tissues float in the amniotic fluid and bind the fetus’s organs when the fetus is moving or wriggling. The severity depends on the fetus’s organs being bound. In most cases, it occurs at the fetus’s limbs, fingers, and toes, including other organs, such as deformed skull, face, mouth, nose, eyes, chest, ribs, spinal bone, front surface of sexual organs, and anal hole, which can result in the fetus’s congenital malformation. A two- or three-dimensional ultrasound examination will help diagnose severe disorders or fetal disabilities quickly and accurately. If it is detected during the second trimester of pregnancy, the obstetrician may consider terminating the pregnancy. However, if there are membranes but they do not bind any organ, the pregnancy is mostly allowed to continue until maturity along with providing mother’s mental care because the mothers will have high anxiety, which will result in stress in the fetus as well. After the
fetus is born, the treatment will be then performed, such as by wearing special shoes or doing surgery to adjust the structure of the feet.
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